KINGDOM OF HEAVEN
Senior Pastor HL Bester, 19 November 2017 – Morning Service

Worship
John 7:37-38

On the last and greatest day of the festival, Jesus stood and said in a loud voice, “Let anyone who is
thirsty come to me and drink. Whoever believes in me, as Scripture has said, rivers of living water will
flow from within them.”



Rivers of living water is flowing out of every person
The waterlevel is rising and it is going up and up until it is breaking out of the window and flowing
out. Nothing will stop it

Word
Psalms 145:13

Your kingdom is an everlasting kingdom and your dominion endures through all generations. The
Lord is trustworthy in all he promises and faithful in all he does.


















His Kingdom is an everlasting kingdom
That what you carry on the inside is the only thing that realy matters
Don’t make things more important than God
There is a Kingdom on the inside of you that will endure to the end
Shake off the things that can not endure to the end – that what is on the outside
Latch onto the Kingdom
There is a river and a Kingdom on the inside of you that cannot be shaken
Release from the inside of you the power of God
There is a life inside of you, it’s a Kingdom of power, righteousness, joy, life and living waters
You are the power of translation
You will be an unshakeable people
Every other kingdom will be swallowed up by this unshakable Kingdom that is on the inside of you
You will increase because you serve an ever increasing Kingdom, you will endure, you will persevere
Even when you feel that you are shaken, know that there is an unshakable Kingdom on the inside
of you
Arise shine for the light has come and the glory of the Lord is on the inside of you and you are His
son and His daughter
Latch onto that what is on the inside of you and arise in His power
Nothing can stop the Kingdom of God, it is unshakable and enduring

How we can go from strength to strength









What is important is not that what is on the outside but that what you carry on the inside
What is important is not what you are going through but what you are carrying
What you carry is what will endure and will carry you through
Be the man and the woman that God has called you to be
God is on te move and nothing will stop His Kingdom
Kingdoms of man is going to fall becauce God’s light is going to come
Connect your heart and faith to the Word
This is why Jesus came
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Matthew 4:17

From that time on Jesus began to preach, “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven has come near.”





Jesus brought a heavenly Kingdom down to the earth. This was the foundation of His assignment
He secured salvation for the entire human race
He brought down a heavenly Kingdom to all the kingdoms of man and the kingdoms of darkness
When He declared on the cross: “it is finished” He secured man’s destiny for salvation and for life
in all eternity

Luke 22:29

And I confer on you a kingdom, just as my Father conferred one on me














According to Luke 12:32: it gives the Father great pleasure to give us the Kingdom
Nothing can corrupt this Kingdom. No decay can latch onto this Kingdom. This Kingdom is
indestructible
Something can still shake you but nothing can shake the Kindom that is on the inside of you
That what is on the inside of you is indestructible, incorruptible and enduring. Nothing can stop it
It is a Kingdom that has been tested, that went through the presure
It even went through death and all temptation
We have been shaken many times but when you connect to the life that is on the inside of you,
there is a dimension that begins to rise up
Nothing will overtake you or stop you
You have received the Kingdom of righteousness and it is busy making you and forming you into
the likeness of the Father
God is bringing kingdoms to an end because His Kingdom is going to swallow up every other
kingdom
Don’t build kingdoms of money, flesh and pleasure around you. Gather for yourself a treasure that
is in heaven
You have life on the inside of you and you need to give attention to it, you need to treasure it and
you need to latch onto this life
Never forget where you come from

Colossians 1:13

For he has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son he
loves
















There was a time when we were in the kingdom of darkness but He brought to the earth a Kingdom
that cannot be shaken, a Kingdom of light, a heavenly Kingdom
There was someone that translated that Kingdom to us
Someone had to encounter that Kingdom and translate that Kingdom to us
When you opened your heart and responded to that Kingdom, it entered into your heart and
swallowed up every other Kingdom
In one moment your life was translated from darkness to light
You have the power of translation
When someone speaks in a foreign language - the moment that there is translation everyone can
form part of what is happening
People desperately need that what we carry
Even if you do not have everything in order in your life God can use that what He has placed on
the inside of you
The Kingdom within us needs to be translated
Faith comes by hearing and hearing from the word of God
Someone has to translate the Word to us
The power is what you carry and when you are willing to believe it and to translate it, it will start
to work in the heart of people
The Word of this Kingdom has its own potential, it just needs your obedience, willingness and faith
It just needs you to translate that what you have received
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Isaiah 42:9

See, the former things have taken place and new things I declare, before they spring into being I
announce them to you.”






God declares new things
Even before anything happens there needs to be a translation, an expression of words
The frequency that you carry needs to be translated
The Word says with the heart one believes and with the mouth one confesses unto salvation
The heart and the mouth is contractual

Luke 4:18

“The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. He
has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to set the
oppressed free,












God is calling us to translate the dimension of His Kingdom
It is not for us to worry whether the people believe or not because the Word has its own potential
and its own power
We just need to do what we need to do – to translate that what is on the inside of us
Your testimony is the power of translation of what God has done in your life
There is a Kingdom inside of you that cannot be shaken
Sometimes when we speak to people and we get a cold shoulder, the devil tells us that it will not
have impact but it is a lie
At the right time it will have an impact in that person’s life
Never underestimate God, what you carry and what you received. You have received life
This nation and city desperately needs this Kingdom
Use whatever platform God gives you to translate
God has given us the power to translate the life of His Kingdom

Luke 9:2

and he sent them out to proclaim the kingdom of God and to heal the sick.




When people receive the Kingdom they receive healing and restoration
God has given us the power to translate the Kingdom
God only wants the best for you
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